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１XTV-UGI  Preparation knowhow 

①A general barium preparation is high density in barium  200VW% 

②The quantity consumed is an amount of the use of a Japanese nationwide 

average of 150cc from 100cc. 

③As for the barium preparation, the thing administered by about 30 stirs in 

the tap water of the normal temperature (About 25℃) before it uses it is 

recommended. Preservation is not recommended. 

④The blowing agent fine-tunes at the right time according to the physique 

and uses 5g from 3.5g 

Note) Because taking is difficult, even an adult ..blowing agent.. healthy 

recommends the taking method to have the idea. As for the purpose, it is 

important to put to the mind swelling the stomach by air.  

⑤It is general not to use the medicine of the buscopan etc. that stop the 

peristaltic motion in the routine study and the health examination. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

２UGI Beginning of inspection  

①The blowing agent from 3.5 to 4g is administered by the water of 5cc.→To 

swallow the water of 5cc by the addition at a dash, it administers it to drop 

the blowing agent to the stomach at once when finishing drinking. 

The platform for photography has the barium glass in the left hand of getting 

on, the contralateral hand (right hand) does the handrail, and the grasp 

positioning is done firmly. 

②The air image of an epigastrium is confirmed by seeing through before it 

begins to take a picture. 

At this time, when the air content is a little (progress defect of the stomach), 

the firing medicine is added in the proper quantity. 

Note) The foreign body reaction action is admitted in the human body in the 

experience as for barium, and the peristaltic motion tends to be activated when it 

is for drinking. Moreover, because liquidity is high, the particle has the feature 

that the shift from the stomach to small intestines quickens in addition in the 

medicine made of high density barium therefore very greatly. 
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３Imaging of taking a picture 

Anatomy 

 

 

The stomach front 

Stomach orifice of the stomach and [**]. 

Part 

 

Stomach body central part stomach small 

bay side 

 

Gastric angle 

Duodenal cap 

 

The lower side of stomach body 

 

Front yard part and pyloric duodenum 

descent leg 

 

Stomach orifice of the stomach and [**]. 

Part 

It walls it in front of the stomach body 

Chubu University bay side. 

 

 

Duodenal cap 

 

 

Horizontal part of duodenum 

 

ANT 

RAO45 



 

 

 

 

Stomach orifice of the stomach and [**]. Part 

Body of stomach central part small bay side 

where the most effective physique to paint 

barium on anterior wall area can be guessed 

 

Wall after stomach body Chubu University 

bay side 

 

It walls it in front of the stomach body 

central part small bay side.  

 

Duodenal cap 

 

Horizontal part of duodenum 

 

Stomach orifice of the stomach and [**]. Part 

 

Wall after central part of stomach body 

 

Wall before central part of stomach body 

 

 

Duodenum [fa-ta]?Wall after nipple 

department former garden and pyloric 

 

 

Stomach orifice of the stomach and 

[**]. It walls it in front of the part.  

 

Wall after central part of stomach 

body 

Stomach orifice of the stomach and 

[**]. Wall after wall front yard part 

and pyloric after part 

Duodenum [fa-ta]?Papillary edge 

 

LAO45 

Latelal 

Axial 



Taking a picture 

３Beginning of taking a picture 

3.5-gram blowing agent is administered and (30cc) is drunk by one barium 

item.→The pursuit confirmation from the gullet to the stomach is done by 

seeing through. 

The glass is put on the tray→The right, the left, and the waist are smeared 

in [**sha] while knocking down the bed of half rotation (The stomach is 

applied to the bed, and the handrail on both sides is gripped firmly) seeing 

through stand and barium is smeared on the twist anterior wall center 

evenly slowly greatly. 

 

 

Note) Doing the routine study in a short time ..smooth.. ..this first 

confirmation.. becomes possible. The amount and the taking method 

knowhow of the blowing agent that should be added by executing it faithfully 

When the first unit is drunk, the 

barium migration is pursued to see 

through without fail. It completely 

confirms it to the stomach until 

settling.  

A blue arrow is shape of a normal 

stomach. 

Barium does flow [****] to [**] 

Takashi part like this for the cow 

corner stomach. 

Moreover, air is exhausted as a reft 

without swelling the gastric 

antrum. Even if the firing 

medicine is administered again 

here, it doesn't become a problem 

solving.   

Coping processBarium is dropped 

to the gastric antrum and it 

corrects it to the shape of a normal 

stomach by the weight. 



at each inspection as a confirmation before it begins to inspect it can be 

acquired. The beginner especially rotates to [**sha] the purpose is the solid 

to understand and confirms the space solid construction. 

①Prone position-anterior wall of stomach double Enhancement(It is a 

positioning in the front as for the gastric angle. ) 

Note) An impossible taking a picture promptly discontinues, devises the roll 

in that case at lie on one's back stomach double [tsukukage], smears the 

anterior wall barium enough, and takes a picture of the anterior wall and the 

posterior wall simultaneously because it is difficult for the cow corner 

stomach to paint barium on the anterior wall. It executes it by taking a 

picture 678. 

 

Barium has been painted in a lamella 

as for the wall before central part of 

the stomach body. The stomach corner 

part is the front (The note bed is 

required and the inclination of 30° or 

more is required).   

The wall is getting on of uniform 

barium for the light make-up in front 

of the front yard. 

After a note large bay side, the wall is 

clearly described. 

 



 

To the lie on one's back title in right surroundings after it takes a picture→

The bed is set up. (prone position in case of cow corner stomach as it is)  

Note) Changing position's knack. The table rolls easily when doing by a 

slight [ta] title (About ten degrees).  The position of the handrail also notes 

enough (The elbow bends gripping the handrail). 

 Possession a lot of ..glass.. barium ..unit.. contains it, and it issues 

instructions and it ..riot.. drinks the left hand the additional administering 

1.5-gram blowing agent. At this time, the taking a picture timing is guessed 

because it confirms it by seeing through (The epiglottis moves and barium 

will pass in two seconds).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It moves while smearing the anterior 

wall a small amount of barium. 

The adhesion of barium is a heby 

getting on.  

Description of stomach corner part 

Getting on of barium is comparatively 

good, and judges it for the prompt for 

cow corner stomach etc. of which it 

takes a picture to moderation 

discontinuance because it influences 

the following taking a picture 

harmfully when aiming at perfection 

important. 

 



②The above part gullet filling front taking a picture 

The technique sees the movement of the larynx and ascertains the barium 

street timing. 

③Doubleenhancement lower esophagus  the first diagonal title (diagonal 

title from which EC junction is observed on true side) 

Note) Execute an additional taking a picture when you admit the artefact 

and the opinion that worries to the diagnosis. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Epiglottis 

 

 

Bow and tangential 

direction 

Excellent double contrast 

radiography of central 

part gullet 

 

 

The junction is a double 

contrast radiography of 

open mouth excellent . 

 

Increase and supplement 

the number of shots when 

you do not obtain an 

enough progress image. 



④Upright positioning filling  (The gastric angle is put out). 

 

 

As for the image taken a picture of, the peristaltic motion is controlled by the 

pressure of barium and air. It is tightened in the [jutsukoromo] pair of 

trousers rubber band you do not consequentially recommend pyloric of you 

because it disturbs the changing position and the roll work though you 

should move the pair of trousers because it has shrunk.   

It is a very unsightly noise for ..numerating.. doctor that imege is done. It 

rotates in the latter half of taking a picture and the stomach is applied to the 

bed.→The bed is horizontally knocked down a little in the right. 

→Fine-tuning the physique is aimed at to prevent the outflow as much as 

possible while confirming the barium outflow to the duodenum by seeing 

through, barium is shaken, and the tunica mucosa ventriculi is flushed while 

the bed is being knocked down (Intense movement is not directed and the 

thing comfortably done is preferable). 

 

 

 

 

 

It is not necessary to put it forcibly 

within the range of taking a picture 

because there are a lot of lacking 

things usually. 

A near edge can be observed enough 

with air contrast. 

 

The shape of the duodenum is 

confirmed. 

 

Tightening artefact of rubber 

No do [shi] ..the front.. ..the lack 

and...  the most important a near 

edge of the stomach corner part 



⑤PronePositionFilling(The gastric angle is put out. ) 

 

 

At this time, because barium flows out to the duodenal cap, the bed is put up 

as it is and barium is returned to the stomach.→The physique is converted 

into turning up by the right rotation in a head high place of about ten 

degrees in the bed.→Barium in the pylorus front yard part coming in →The 

bed is knocked down to a head low place about ten degrees. 

(Trying the barium paint is done whenever it confirms by seeing through and 

the barium adhesion is bad. ) Or, it smears in the duodenum repeating the 

half rotation roll the prone position and about three times by right 

surroundings in lie on one's back title → left surroundings while knocking 

down the bed and barium is smeared on the anterior wall and the posterior 

wall preventing barium from flowing out (It is not in a hurry and rolls 

slowly). 

Note..excessive..duodenum..air..send..decubitusposition..physique..maintena

nce..avoid..one..initial..take a 

picture..safe..roll..crazy..become..careless..reft..put out..changing 

position..signal..slowly..panic..have..smooth..do..direct. 

 

The backflow to the gullet is 

admitted. 

 

As for a near edge, it is described 

smoothly and plainly 

The barium filled in the ball can 

be possible the thing returned to 

the stomach by setting up the 

bed as it is as a prone position, 

and reduce coming in succession 

by the following double contrast 

radiography by the work. 

It is seen a rubber negligible 

tightening it. 

It is seen ..defective progress it... 



⑥Lie on one's back titleThe stomach frontDouble contrast radiography(The 

gastric angle is put out. )Head low place. Ten degrees 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It twists one's body at the waist to the setting up ..bed.. the right by about 

five degrees, and the barium of the cardia of stomach is reshuffled to pyloric.

→It twists one's body at the waist to the left and barium is returned to the 

cardia of stomach. At this time, barium is smoothly comfortably smeared 

evenly while confirming the area of the moving tunica mucosa ventriculi by 

seeing through. It is enough by about three times.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Barium and this that remains 

are ..diagnosis.. worthy.  the gullet 

Barium filled in cardia of stomach  

 

The gallstone is admitted, and it is 

thought important laboratory 

findings. Barium that shifts to 

duodenum descent leg  

As for both anterior walls and the 

posterior walls, barium is painted. 

It is seen ..defective progress it... 

The photograph can be honest, and 

the age group be expected by the 

shape of the stomach in this 

photograph and the outline of the 

bone. As for the photograph, when 

the age is taken into consideration, 

[pu-a-] is guessed to be an enough 

photograph. 



⑦Lie on one's back titleStomachRAODouble contrast radiography 

 

 

It twists one's body at the waist to the right, and the barium of the cardia of 

stomach is reshuffled to pyloric.→It twists one's body at the waist to the left 

and barium is returned to the cardia of stomach. At this time, barium is 

smoothly comfortably smeared evenly while confirming the area of the 

moving tunica mucosa ventriculi by seeing through. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Barium filled in cardia of stomach 

 

It is a smearing double contrast 

radiography in the duodenal cap enough 

as for barium (There are a lot of 

insufficient paint of the anterior wall). 

 

This area is a description of the anterior 

wall side. 

It is described as the posterior wall is 

plain. 

It is seen ..defective progress it... 

Coming in succession and this of the 

duodenum are disregarded. 



⑧Lie on one's back titleStomachCentral part small bay sidewallLAODouble 

contrast radiography 

 

 

 

The right is made strong while painting barium on the junction in a head low 

place and all the bariums of the cardia of stomach are moved to pyloric 

(barium outflow multi [i] to small intestines that the left surroundings one 

rotation is preferable). 

⑩Lie on one's back title cardia of StomachRAODouble contrast radiography 

 

Therefore, it takes a picture of a left rotation (Barium 

flows out easily to the duodenum usually) to paint 

barium on the junction at the end. 

Barium flows to the duodenum. At this time, it 

observes by pressure and it takes a picture of the 

duodenum. A possible CCD method reduces the inch, 

the spatial resolution is improved, and it takes a 

picture of the construction of free taking a picture 

timing by not using the film taking a picture 

technique such as the division taking a picture and 

doing one piece shot every time. There is no change 

even if the spatial resolution expands for FPD. 

Barium of cardia of stomach 

 

Barium is smeared enough from the anterior 

wall of stomach on the small bay side and it 

takes a picture. 

It progresses enough and it is seen.   

 

Barium distributed to pyloric 



 

One piece shot ends and advances to the spot taking a picture (spot 

radiography) by this. 

Note) It is necessary to improve the image quality only by can take a picture 

the spot, to take a picture, and the enlarging radiography to be preferable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Barium that flows backward to 

gullet and proof that shifts 

barium enough to junction 

surroundings Barium is smeared 

enough on the junction 

surroundings.   

An important opinion can be 

observed and the thing not 

lacking it is important though it 

is a filling image. 

It is seen ..defective progress it... 

The gallbladder stone is 

admitted, and the mucous 

membrane wall defective 

progress generation has occurred 

in the area where it touches the 

gallbladder at the high rate. 



Beginning of spot taking a picture 

Is it basically Lie on one's back title cardia of StomachRAODouble contrast 

radiography The barium of the duodenal cap is advanced and taking a 

picture is advanced while coming in [**] because it starts after taking a 

picture. → The changing position converts it into the double contrast 

radiography by knocking down the bed 45 times in the right at the diagonal 

title level and using breath while expanding and contracting the stomach. 

⑪Double contrast spot of wall after diagonal the first in lie on one's back title 

duodenum ball title 

 

⑫Double contrast spot of Pylorus wall after diagonal the first in lie on one's 

back title   

 

 

⑬Pylorus wall The front⑭Stomach corner part⑮Stomach Wall after central 

part 

 

 

The duodenal cap is a double contrast radiography 

to progress enough. 

The flowing extent of barium is good for the 

duodenum descent leg.  

It is a diagonal title of the sending double contrast 

radiography, pyloric, and the extent that doesn't 

come in succession if possible as for air. 

Diagonal title of duodenal cap and extent that 

doesn't come in succession. 

The barium that slightly remains is observed, and 

it is not, leaves, and you may observe your mucous 

membrane by the thin layer method by using this.  

whether it is 

 

Pylorus wall The front 

 

Stomach corner part 

 

Stomach Wall after central part 

 



⑯The Stomach Wall small bay front 

 

 

⑰ Surrounding stomach body upper Junction⑱The wall double make 

shadow in front of a part small bay on the stomach body. 

 

 

Pressure taking a picture⑲Pressure taking a picture1⑳Pressure taking a 

picture5・・・・・・・ 

 

 

 

 

 

The Stomach Wall small bay front 

It drops from the orifice of the stomach to the 

pylorus, and the paint barium takes a picture of 

barium from the pylorus against the orifice of the 

stomach according to timing where drying up 

exists. 

The pumping is pressed ..the entire stomach.. 

in numerical order, it observes evenly, and any 

taking a picture records １、５、４、８、１１ ..it 

not is... As for the seen box-frame 

construction, there are a lot of cases of the 

anterior wall because pressure is chiefly 

excellent in the description of the anterior 

wall change to a morbid state. Change to a 

morbid state is described in the posterior wall 

lamella method taking a picture though it can 

be confirmed to change to a morbid state the 

posterior wall by strong pressure ..the 

upheaval and concave...   

Note) The pressure cylinder is not moved up 

and down and right and left though presses. 

The stomach body upper Junction 

surrounding lamella method 

The wall double make shadow in front of a 

part small bay on the stomach body. Area 

where touch stimulus is received when 

street flows like food etc.  

 

 

１ ２ 

３ ５ 

４ ６ 

７ 

８ 

９ 

１０ 

１１ 



Knowledge that undertakes X rays of stomach 

inspection and technology that should acquire it 

１ About the characteristic of the use medicine 

①About the buscopan action 

The buscopan will demonstrate the effect for the intramuscular injection in about five 

minutes. 

The effect is demonstrated at tens of seconds at the vein injection. 

The thing of the buscopan not used is abundant in the screening taking a picture and 

the stomach checkup.   

②About [baritogen] HD used the characteristic now of barium 

[Baritogen] HD is a drug product that reduces the Stickiness degree and in 

consideration of liquidity for a high density coarse particle. 

It is assumed that the normal temperature tap water that is safe water with the most 

much recommendation anywhere immediately before use is added, it mixes by 30 stirs 

or less, and it administers it. Liquidity and the [nebatotono] degree character might 

change obviously by stirring too much and putting making and it become difficult with a 

steady barium painting. 

③About the bubble cancellation liquid 

Because the addition of the bubble cancellation liquid deteriorates the adhesion of 

barium, the method of not doing the addition use is recommended. 

Make the barium manufacturer and the factory the same and do the use amount by the 

manufacturer recommendation when using it. 

④About the blowing agent 

As for administering the blowing agent, administering by water is the most preferable. 

It swallows with 5cc at a dash and the method that quickly reaches the stomach at once 

by the water of 5cc is recommended because it foams without reaching the stomach 

enough in past 5cc. As for the increase of 5cc, because barium is high density, the 

influence is negligible. 

Taking with barium 

The stomach can be efficiently swollen by taking the blowing agent with barium. 

Because getting on of driven thing and barium ..point that should be noted.. foams 

efficiently ..worsening of some.. for a few minutes even of the foam completion, it is an 

overdosed thing. The swelling of the stomach is recommended to be confirmed by about 

3g at the time of the barium administering.   



When administering it, the attention observation is done enough generation and 

defective feelings of the reft as 5g administering is opposite because it interferes to the 

causing inspection. It explains measures before it inspects it beforehand because can it 

control when the breath is endured when the reft goes out, air be drunk, and the air 

omission prevention by the reft be returned. As for not the worrying amount but an 

extra additional dosage, there are a lot of obtaining the result of your should would 

being better not to do though flat from the nose is often seen. 

２Operation acquisition of device 

１About the image quality 

The spatial resolution changes into DDI of the CCD auto iris method according to view. 

The flat panel method is 175μm dot element space resolution now.  

As for the CCD method, the amount of 10μm of the dot element space resolution data 

becomes 100 times about 10×10 at six inches 12 inches in 5μm6 inch. 

The viewing 10M half-size size case monitor is calculated with the one that becomes 

300μm element  

The CCDII method is the afterimage phenomenon and shows a weak tendency to 

movement and the breath blur. Moreover, an irradiation squeezing technique that is 

weak to the halation and proper is required. 

２About the console operation 

The top and bottom of the platform for photography and the left-right locomotor are 

done with the lever of the right hand. 

Occurring operation knocked downand the pressure cylinder in the platform for 

photography are scanned by the left hand. 

ON OFF of seeing through is done with the foot switch of the right leg. 

Irradiation field Squeezing is adjusted by the left hand. 

The instruction such as the changing positions is left legs ON OFF because it uses the 

mike. 

Because it is not an exaggeration to say that the skill of the left hand scanning will grip 

the key to take a good photograph, let's forge the left hand scanning. 

３About the taking a picture dose 

The dose is possible because of the II method by a little amount (1/1000 compared with 

FD). 

Seeing through can be adjusted lower by the digital pulse method. 

The timer sound rings so far every five minutes. 

It is thought that it is necessary to do a necessary seeing through confirmation when 

thinking from these data. 



４About the flow of the inspection 

Examining before it inspects it in an interview→Selection of method of administering 

barium and examination medicine→Explanation of flow of changing position and 

inspection→Inspection beginning→The movement of [**sha] is contemplated while 

seeing seeing through like the forecast of the adjustment taking a picture timing at bed 

Irradiation field Squeezing is adjusted , the respiratory control, the irradiation 

squeezing, and the table position etc. administering barium by the unit while slowly 

confirming it by seeing through and converting the physique into the Sue mousse 

comfortably and expected imaging progresses. The irradiation squeezing scanning of 

the bed is basically reduced as much as possible.  

A spatial, solid structure is understood by seeing through, barium is smeared on a 

target wall, and it confirms it. 

Purpose..accomplish..understand..simple..clear..instruction..safety..voluminous..changi

ng position..reft..endure..have..a few 

seconds..rest..image..efficiently..inspection..progress..have..both 

hands..foot..compound..for..scanning..technique..always..safety..consideration..artefact..

measures..always..head..inside..settle down..rotate..have.The skill improves by the 

considered training. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Note：問診 

胃エックス線検査を受けられる際の事項 

Matters to be inspected when the stomach X-ray 

Ⅰあなたは胃腸の病気になったことがありますか 

１食道炎：Esophagitis ２胃潰瘍：Gastric ulcer ３十二指腸潰瘍：Duodenal ulcer 

４胃炎：Gastritis ５腸炎：Enteritis ６便秘：Constipation 

７下痢：Diarrhea 

Ⅱあなた何の胃腸の病気にかかりましたか 

Have you got sick of gastrointestinal 

Ⅱあなた何の胃腸の病気にかかりましたか 

Did you take what gastrointestinal diseases 

上記の番号をすべて記入ください 

Please fill in all the above numbers 

あなたの胃腸の病気は治りましたか 

Did you heal gastrointestinal disease 

１完治した：Was cured（The cure）２治療通院中：Treatment in hospital 

３手術して治った：Was cured by surgery 

Ⅲあなたのここ２カ月以内の体調はいかがですか 

Physical condition within the last two months how is your 

１体調は良い：Good physical condition ２体調不良：Poor physical condition 

悪い部位と症状を教えてください： 

Please tell us the bad physical condition and symptoms site 

Ⅳ今朝の状況：Circumstances of this morning 

あなたは体調管理に薬を常用していますか 

Do you have regularly used the drug to health management 

あなたは今朝朝食をとりましたか 

Did you eat breakfast this morning 

あなたは今朝煙草を吸ったり飲料品を飲みましたか 

Did you drink beverage and smoke this morning  

飲食材は何ですか  

何時間前ですか 

What is the food material 

Or what hours ago 

あなたはバリウムを飲んで検査したことがありますか 

Have you ever examined with a cup of barium 

初めての経験：First experience 



ひだりを向いてください、体も一緒に 

Please facing the left Along with the body 

そのままうつぶせになってください 

Please lying face down as it is 

そのまま仰向けになってください 

Please accept it on his back 

げっぷが出そうになったら息を止めてこらえてください 

Please hold your breath endured burp out when it becomes so 

右回りで１回転して仰向けで止まってください 

Please stop on his back to rotate in a clockwise 

体を右に１回転してください 

Please rotate a body to the right 

息を止めてください 

Please hold your breath 

息を楽にしてください 

Please breathing 

Breathe freely 

炭酸の粉薬を少しだけ飲んでもらいます 

You get a little drink of carbonic acid triturate 

飲みやすいように舌の上に載せて 

こちらの水で一気に飲み込んでください 

げっぷが出そうになるので少しの時間息を止めてこらえてください 

Placed on the tongue as easy to drink 

Please swallow of water at once here 

Please hold your breath endured so little time to burp it out 

検査はすべて終わりました Inspection was the end all 

体調はいかがですか 

大丈夫ですか 

How is physical condition 

Is it safe 

 

 

 

 

 

 



バリウムを飲むと胃腸を刺激して腹痛を起こすことが時々あります 

通常は４時間程度下痢をします 

時々便秘になりますので、その時は消化のよい食べ物とスープなどを多く取って、散歩な

ど軽い運動を行ったり腹部をマッサージして便の排泄を良好にしてください 

白い便が出終わるとバリウムは排泄されました 

Can cause abdominal pain by stimulating the gastrointestinal tract and there are 

sometimes drink a barium 

The diarrhea is usually about 4 hours 

It becomes constipated from time to time, at that time is a lot of easy-to-digest foods 

such as soup and, please excretion of flights to good to massage the abdomen, such as 

walking or light exercise carried out 

Barium has been excreted and ends with white flights 

楽しいテレビを笑いながら右下で寝そべって見るとバリウムは排泄されやすくなります 

腹式呼吸の大笑い等良いです 

The barium will make it easier to excretion That the bottom-right lying view the TV, 

laughing fun 

Such as abdominal breathing is good laughs 

 

もし便秘などになりバリウムが出ない場合は、お近くの病院で相談ください 

または電話番号         まで連絡ください 

If barium does not come out if you will, such as constipation, please contact at a near 

your hospital  

Please contact or phone number 

検診バスが有る間、私はここに常駐していますので、ご相談ください 

Screening between the bus there is, I have a resident here, please consult 

 


